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First the orbit, then the spin
Further Information:

Novel storage materials of the future will be made out of magnetic films.
Researchers at HZB are the first to find out just how fast magnetic particles can be controlled.
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Christian Stamm and his colleagues at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für MateTel.: +49-30-6392-4887
christian.stamm@helmholtzrialien und Energie (HZB) can look back on six years of pioneering work at the
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synchrotron BESSY II. They have set up a unique experiment on so-called femtoslicing, and are now publishing a result obtained in collaboration with an
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external user group. Together with their colleagues from Strasbourg, they report in the upcoming issue of Nature how fast the magnetism of a material can
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be influenced. They have observed that an electron’s motion around the atom
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core – its orbital moment – and its intrinsic angular momentum (spin) respond
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differently to outside influence.
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“The ultra-fast processes contributing towards the phenomenon of magnetism
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can only be revealed by femtoslicing,” says Christian Stamm explaining the
enormous effort it took the several HZB researchers to set up the experiment
at the Berlin synchrotron source BESSY II. They fire ultra-short laser pulses at
electrons moving at close to the speed of light in the storage ring. The electrons struck by these pulses subsequently differ from those that do not encounter the laser beam. The X-ray light these electrons emit during their cycle
through the storage ring – the special synchrotron light – now also bears the
characteristics added by the laser light. Finally, the magnetic sample is studied
using these ultra-short X-ray flashes. What is special about BESSY II is that it is ©HZB/M. Setzpfand
Christian Stamm at BESSI IIthe only place in the world where users will find circular-polarized X-ray light
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for slicing experiments. And this is absolutely essential for studying spin and
orbital moment – the phenomena underlying magnetism.
The results Christian Stamm and his colleagues produced with their femtoslicing experiments provide a fundamental insight: “We were able to demonstrate
through what path and how fast the added energy gets into the electron spin,”
says the physicist. And ultimately how fast magnetism can be controlled from
the outside.
For the spintronic and semiconductor technology industries, who wish to build
future computers using “spin up” and “spin down” in place of the parameters
“1” and “0”, this finding is certainly another crucial milestone, for it shows in
detail how the change in spin takes place. “The orbital motion of the electrons
changes very rapidly when energy is added,” explains Christian Stamm. Unlike
the spin, which reacts at a delay. That means “if you want to change the electron spin, the orbital path of the electrons must be disrupted first. Only then
does the spin flip.”
The Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und Energie (HZB) operates and develops large scale facilities for research with
photons (synchrotron beams) and neutrons. The experimental facilities, some of which are unique, are used annually by more than
2,500 guest researchers from universities and other research organisations worldwide. Above all, HZB is known for the unique sample environments that can be created (high magnetic fields, low temperatures). HZB conducts materials research on themes that
especially benefit from and are suited to large scale facilities. Research topics include magnetic materials and functional materials.
In the research focus area of solar energy, the development of thin film solar cells is a priority, whilst chemical fuels from sunlight are
also a vital research theme. HZB has approx.1,100 employees of whom some 800 work on the Lise-Meitner Campus in Wannsee and
300 on the Wilhelm-Conrad-Röntgen Campus in Adlershof.
HZB is a member of the Helmholtz Association of German Research Centres, the largest scientific organisation in Germany.

